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Understanding the enzymatic mechanism that cellulases
employ to degrade cellulose is critical to efforts to efficiently
utilize plant biomass as a sustainable energy resource. A key
component of cellulase action on cellulose is product inhibition
from monosaccharide and disaccharides in the product site of
cellulase tunnel. The absolute binding free energy of cellobiose
and glucose to the product site of the catalytic tunnel of the
Family 7 cellobiohydrolase (Cel7A) of Trichoderma reesei
(Hypocrea jecorina) was calculated using two different ap-
proaches: steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations and
alchemical free energy perturbation molecular dynamics (FEP/
MD) simulations. For the SMD approach, three methods based
on Jarzynski’s equality were used to construct the potential of
mean force from multiple pulling trajectories. The calculated
binding free energies, �14.4 kcal/mol using SMD and �11.2
kcal/mol using FEP/MD, are in good qualitative agreement.
Analysis of the SMD pulling trajectories suggests that several
protein residues (Arg-251, Asp-259, Asp-262, Trp-376, and
Tyr-381) play key roles in cellobiose and glucose binding to the
catalytic tunnel. Five mutations (R251A, D259A, D262A,
W376A, and Y381A) were made computationally to measure
the changes in free energy during the product expulsionprocess.
The absolute binding free energies of cellobiose to the catalytic
tunnel of these five mutants are �13.1, �6.0, �11.5, �7.5, and
�8.8 kcal/mol, respectively. The results demonstrated that all of
the mutants tested can lower the binding free energy of cellobi-
ose, which provides potential applications in engineering the
enzyme to accelerate the product expulsion process and
improve the efficiency of biomass conversion.

Lignocellulosic biomass is considered to be a sustainable and
renewable energy resource that can provide liquid transporta-
tion fuels in the near term. The current biochemical conversion
process consists of sequential steps of thermo-chemical pre-
treatment, enzymatic saccharification, and fermentation (1).
However, the selective deconstruction of biomass to simple
sugars remains costly because of biomass recalcitrance.
Because the high cost of cellulose-degrading enzymes is one of
the major cost factors in this process, deeper understanding of
themechanisms of enzymatic degradation of cellulose is critical
for commercialization of the technology (2–4).
Among the many families of enzymes contributing to cellu-

lose deconstruction, the Family 7 cellobiohydrolase (Cel7A)
from the filamentous fungus Trichoderma reesei (Hypocrea
jecorina) provides the majority of the hydrolytic potential for
cellulose conversion in T. reesei enzyme cocktails (5, 6). Cel7A
contains a catalytic domain and a carbohydrate-binding mod-
ule separated by a glycosylated linker peptide (7, 8). The carbo-
hydrate-bindingmodule ofCel7Abinds to the cellulose surface,
thus increasing the surface concentration of enzymatic active
sites for catalysis. Despite intensive research efforts during the
last two decades, the molecular level, mechanistic details of the
T. reesei Cel7A action on crystalline cellulose remain unclear.
Recently, our group has suggested several new functions of the
carbohydrate-binding module (9–11) and the linker (12) of
Cel7A using computational approaches, which in general can
offer insights into cellulase action (13, 14).
Cel7A is hypothesized to acquire a single cellulose surface

chain from the reducing end, where the enzyme decrystallizes
the cellodextrin chain from the cellulose surface and guides the
chain into the active site tunnel located in the catalytic domain
where the cellulose chain is hydrolyzed to cellobiose (13, 15,
16). Once the cellulose chain is in position for reaction, the
processive mechanism follows a three-step process to continue
releasing cellobiose units from the bound cellulose chain: 1)
the leading cellobiose unit is cleaved by hydrolysis, 2) the cello-
biose unit leaves the tunnel (product expulsion), and 3) the
cellulose chain advances into the tunnel by a cellobiose unit to
the reaction position.
Understanding the processive cycle of Cel7A is essential for

conducting a complete characterization of cellulase function.
In this work, we aim to understand the thermodynamic prop-
erties of the product expulsion step of the three-step process,
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because it significantly affects the efficiency of the conversion
of lignocellulosic biomass to fermentable sugars (17, 18) and
constitutes a major obstacle for achieving high glucose yield
(19, 20). Experimental studies have been conducted tomeasure
the product inhibition constants for cellulase hydrolysis of sol-
uble substrates (21–23) as well as crystalline cellulose (24–29).
However, the reported inhibition constants range over several
orders of magnitude depending on the experimental condi-
tions, e.g. pH, temperature, and substrate types, thus making it
difficult to determine a reliable value. It has been reported that
cellobiose inhibits the cellulase activity strongly, with the inhi-
bition constant (KI) ranging between 0.01 and 6 g/liter, whereas
glucose inhibits the cellulase activity (other than �-glucosidase
activity) with KI varying from 0.1 to 70 g/liter (19). To quantify
and clarify the product inhibition effect, computational meth-
ods can be used as an alternative method to estimate the abso-
lute binding free energy of cellobiose and glucose to the Cel7A
catalytic tunnel.
Calculating the binding free energy of the protein-ligand

complex is a fundamentally important problem in computa-
tional biology and chemistry (30–33). The binding free energy
can be calculated using either equilibrium methods such as
“alchemical” approaches (34) or by nonequilibrium methods
such as steered molecular dynamics (SMD).3 The method of
SMD is based on applying a guiding force to a system with the
intention of moving the system over barriers or through slowly
moving phase space in a time frame that is normally inaccessi-
ble, i.e. too long, without the extra force (35, 36). Usually, the
force is applied unidirectionally to atoms or centers of mass.
The purpose of the biasing force is to quickly explore possible
paths between states with the intent of eliminating unlikely
paths and exploring promising paths more precisely later. The
energetics of the ligands unbinding from the proteins can be
investigated from a large number of unbinding SMD trajecto-
ries via Jarzynski’s equality (37–39). This nonequilibrium
method based on Jarzynski’s equality has been used to investi-
gate the free energy changes in some simple systems, as well as
complex biological systems (40–43). The results converge to
the true value of the free energy in the limit of a large number of
samples, although no gains in efficiency have been found when
compared with the traditional methods, such as free energy
perturbation (37, 44, 45).
Alchemical free energy perturbation techniques combined

with molecular dynamics (FEP/MD) simulations are another
set of powerful and commonly used approaches to estimate
protein-ligand binding free energies (34, 46–49). In the
alchemical double-decoupling method (50), the interactions of
the ligand with its surroundings (bulk or binding site) are pro-
gressively turned off, during which various restraining poten-
tials (51–55) applied to the ligand translational, rotational, and
conformational degrees of the freedommay be switched on and
off to prevent large excursions of the conformations of the sys-
tem. These restraints help to reduce the size of the conforma-
tional space that needs to be sampled, in most cases reducing

the correlation time of samples collected from the system and
thus increasing the statistical efficiency of the calculation
(56–58).
In this work, we use both SMD and FEP/MD approaches to

calculate the absolute binding free energy of cellobiose to the
catalytic domain of Cel7A. To our best knowledge, we are the
first to characterize the binding free energy of cellobiose and
glucose to the catalytic domain of Cel7A. This characterization
is crucial to understanding the mechanism of the T. reesei
Cel7A action on crystalline cellulose at themolecular level. The
approaches used in this study can also be applied to other cel-
lulases to investigate the cellulose and glucose binding affinity
to further our understanding of the product expulsion process
in general.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Structure Preparation—The atomistic model of the catalytic
domain of Cel7A was constructed using the reported crystal
structure (7cel) (59, 60). ThreeN-linked sites (Asn-45,Asn-270,
and Asn-384) of T. reesei Cel7A have been identified experi-
mentally (61, 62).However, the glycosylation patterns vary con-
siderably depending on the strains and their growth conditions
(63). The (Man1–2P)0–2Man5–7GlcNAc2 moieties have been
observed as the predominantN-linked glycans for the wild type
Cel7A strains and other mutant strains using a combination of
chromatographic, electrophoretic, and mass spectrometric
methods (64). In this work, a typical branched �-linked high
mannose type structure with the pattern of Man5GlcNAc2 was
chosen to represent the glycosylating oligosaccharides of the
catalytic domain at Asn-270 andAsn-384 sites, as shown in Fig.
1. The Asn-45 site was not glycosylated in this study, because it
is located at the tunnel entrance, which is�50 Å away from the
tunnel exit.
The CHARMM22 parameters (65, 66) with the CMAP (67–

69) correction were used for the protein, and the C35 carbohy-
drate force field parameters (70, 71) were used for the cellodex-
trin chain and glycosylation to generate the system via the
CHARMM-GUI web server (72). The protein was placed in an
equilibrated truncated octahedral box of TIP3P water mole-

3 The abbreviations used are: SMD, steered molecular dynamics; FEP, free
energy perturbation; MD, molecular dynamics; PMF, potential of mean
force; RMS, root mean square.

FIGURE 1. Structure of the catalytic domain of Cel7A with a cellodextrin
chain (containing seven glucose units, shown in red stick model) bound
in the tunnel. The cellobiose unit is shown in blue stick model. The nine glu-
cose units are labeled from 1 to 9 starting at the exit of the tunnel. The
N-linked glycans with the pattern of Man5GlcNAc2 attached at two sites (Asn-
270 (N270) and Asn-384 (N384)) are also shown.
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cules with initial dimension of 103.0 Å � 103.0 Å � 103.0 Å.
Water molecules that overlapped with the cellulose heavy
atomswere removed. To produce a neutral system, 19Na� ions
were introduced by transforming the water molecules into the
ions randomly. Particle mesh Ewald summation (73) was used
for electrostatics with a sixth order b-spline interpolation and a
Gaussian distribution with a width of 0.34 Å. The number of
fast Fourier transform grid points for the charge mesh was 120
for each direction, and the nonbonded interaction cutoff was 12
Å. The covalent bonds to hydrogen atoms were fixed using the
SHAKE algorithm (74). The system was relaxed in the NPT
ensemble at 300 K with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat and 1 atm
for 100 ps with a step size of 1 fs, resulting in final box dimen-
sions of 100.7 Å � 100.7 Å � 100.7 Å.
SMD—CHAMBER (75) was used to convert the CHARMM

protein structure file, coordinate file, and associated force field
files to an AMBER topology file and coordinate file. The
PMEMDengine inAMBER (76) was used to conductmolecular
dynamics (MD) simulation to improve both the serial and par-
allel efficiency of the MD simulations. We note that all of the
calculations conducted in this work used the CHARMM force
field. Using PMEMD, the system was simulated in the NVT
ensemble for 10 ns at 300 K with a step size of 2 fs. Subse-
quently, 40 starting structures were selected from the last 8 ns
of the 10-ns simulation as the initial structures of 40 SMD sim-
ulations. During the SMD simulations, the distances between
the C1 atoms of glucose 1 and glucose 3, shown in Fig. 2, were
gradually increased with a speed of 2 Å/ns, resulting in the total
pulling distance of 14 Å in 7 ns for the cellobiose unit in each
starting structure. We chose the most appropriate pulling
velocity by progressively reducing it from 1Å/ps to 1 Å/ns until
a flat PMF shape was observed after the cellobiose is out of the
tunnel. We choose the reaction coordinate to be � � dCC �
dCC(0), where dCC is the distance between C1 of glucose 1 and
C1 of glucose 3, and dCC(0) is the average distance over the 8 ns
at the equilibrium state.
Construction of PMF—Three differentmethods based on Jar-

zynski’s equality were used to construct the PMF. The Jarzyns-
ki’s equality states that the free energy difference between two
states A and B (differing in their values of the reaction coordi-
nate) can be calculated as�G� �kT ln�exp(�W/kT)�, whereW
is the nonequilibriumwork performed to drive the system from
state A to state B. Thus by computing the work to drive the
system between the two states and averaging the work expo-
nentially, equilibrium free energies can be extracted from non-
equilibrium calculations.
It is well known that the free energy calculated using Jarzyn-

ski’s estimator is dominated by the small work values (77). To

solve this problem, two extrapolation methods, the linear
extrapolation method and the cumulative integral extrapola-
tion method, were derived to improve the statistics of work
distribution from limited sampling (78). These two extrapola-
tion methods were also used in the analyses.
FEP/MD—We also calculated the absolute binding free

energy of cellobiose using FEP/MD simulations. Following the
alchemical double-decouplingmethod of Roux and co-workers
(56, 58, 79), the binding process of cellobiose to the Cel7A cat-
alytic domain is decomposed into eight steps: 1) a conforma-
tional restraint is applied to the cellobiose in the bulk solution;
2) the interaction of the cellobiose with the bulk solution is
turned off; 3) a translational restraint is applied to the cellobiose
to maintain its relative position at the binding site; 4) a rota-
tional restraint is applied to the cellobiose to maintain its ori-
entation at the binding site; 5) the interactions of the cellobiose
with the binding site are turned on; 6) the translational restraint
is released; 7) the rotational restraint is released; and 8) the
conformational restraint is released. The absolute binding free
energy is given by the following,

�Gbind
0 � �Gint

bulk � �Gint
site � ��Gt � ��Gr � ��Gc

(Eq. 1)

where �Gint
bulk and �Gint

site correspond to the free energy cost
arising from turning off the interactions of the cellobiose with
its surrounding bulk and the binding site (steps 2 and 5), respec-
tively, and ��Gt, ��Gr, and ��Gc correspond to the transla-
tional (steps 3 and 6), rotational (steps 4 and 7), and conforma-
tional (steps 1 and 8) restrictions of the ligand upon binding,
respectively.
Restraining Potentials—Fig. 3 illustrates the restraining po-

tential definitions on the cellobiose ligand used in the FEP/MD
approach. Six point positions were chosen to define the posi-
tion and orientation of the ligand relative to the protein (58):
three in the protein (Pc, P1, and P2) and three in the ligand (Lc,

FIGURE 2. The structure of the cellodextrin chain at the binding site. The
two C1 atoms from glucose 1 and glucose 3 are shown as blue spheres.

FIGURE 3. Translational and rotational restraints on cellobiose. Three
positions in protein (Pc, P1, and P2) and three positions in cellobiose (Lc, L1, and
L2) were chosen to set up the restraints. The positions in protein are the cen-
ter-of-mass of the protein (Pc) and the centers of mass of residue Thr-417 (P1)
and residue Trp-367 (P2). The positions in ligand are the center-of-mass of the
cellobiose (Lc), atoms C4, C5, and O5 of the second glucose residue (L1) and
atoms C1, C2, and C3 of the second glucose residue (L2). These six positions
are shown as yellow spheres with solid blue lines connecting them. For the
purpose of clarity, positions L1 and L2 are not connected.
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L1, and L2). The translational restraining potential is defined as
follows,

ut �
1

2
�kt(rL � r0�

2 � ka	�L � �0)2 � ka	�L � �0)2
 (Eq. 2)

where rL is the distance between the center-of-mass of protein
(Pc) and the center-of-mass of ligand (Lc); �L is the angle P1-Pc-
Lc; �L is the dihedral angle P2-P1-Pc-Lc; kt and ka are the force
constants; r0, �0, and�0 are the average values of the fully inter-
acting ligand in the binding site from the 8 ns of equilibrium
run.
Similarly, the rotational restraining potential is defined as

follows,

ur �
1

2
�ka	�L � �0)2 � ka	�L��0)2 � ka		L � 	0)2


(Eq. 3)

where the angle �L, the torsional angle �L, and the torsional
angle 	L are defined as Pc-Lc-L1, P1-Pc-Lc-L1, and Pc-Lc-L1-L2,
respectively; ka is the force constant; �0, �0, and 	0 are the
average values of the fully interacting ligand in the binding site.
The conformational restraining potential is defined as follows,

uc �
1

2
�ka	�L � �0)2 � ka	�L � �0�

2
 (Eq. 4)

where the torsional angles�L (H1-C1-O-C4) and�L (H4-C4-
O-C1) are along the glycosidic bond of the cellobiose ligand, ka
is the force constant, and�0 and�0 are the average values. The
reference values of the eight internal coordinates (r0, �0, �0, �0,
�0, 	0, �0, and �0) were calculated from an unbiased simula-
tion of the Cel7A-cellobiose complex for 10 ns. The last 8-ns
trajectory of the unbiased simulation was used to calculate the
averages and the root mean square (RMS) fluctuations of these
eight internal coordinates. Subsequently, the corresponding
force constants in each equation were estimated as kx � kBT/
��x2� (58), where �x is the RMS fluctuation of the associated
internal coordinate.
Protocol for FEP/MD—�Gint

bulk and �Gint
site were calculated

using FEP/MD simulations. The Lennard-Jones potential was
separated into repulsive and dispersive free energy using the
Weeks-Chandler-Andersen method (80, 81). A linear coupling
parameter 
 was used to control the electrostatic interactions
with 11 windows (
 � 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,
and 1.0) and the dispersive interactions with five windows (
 �
0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0). The repulsive interactions were cal-
culated using 18 windows for cellobiose at the binding site and
26 windows for cellobiose at the bulk solution. In the context of
a typical decoupling process, the electrostatic interactions were
turned off first, then the dispersive interactionswere turned off,
and finally the repulsive interactions were turned off. The sys-
tem was simulated using Langevin dynamics for 560 ps for the
cellobiose in the binding site, with the last 500-ps simulation
being used to calculate the free energy for each window. For
cellobiose in bulk solution, 1 ns of Langevin dynamics was gen-
erated, and the last 800-ps simulation was used to calculate the
free energy.

The free energy changes corresponding to the translational
(step 7), rotational (step 6), and conformational (steps 1 and 8)
restraints with the ligand in the binding site (steps 6–8) or in
the surrounding bulk solutions (step 1) were calculated using
FEP/MDsimulations. The restraining potentialswere gradually
turned off via the linear coupling parameters with 10 windows.
The free energy changes corresponding to the translational
(step 3) and rotational (step 4) restraints with the ligand in the
gas phase (when decoupled from its surrounding bulk solution)
were calculated analytically (58).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PMF for Cellobiose Expulsion fromCel7A—Fig. 4A illustrates
the value of accumulated work as a function of the reaction
coordinate for the 40 SMD simulations of cellobiose expulsion
from the catalytic tunnel of Cel7A. The averagedwork is 20.3�
4.5 kcal/mol. In general, direct use of Jarzynski’s equality
requires the variance in the work distribution within a few kT.
However, this usually cannot be satisfied when studying large
biomolecular systems.
Some studies have claimed that certain extrapolation meth-

ods provide more reliable free energy estimates than the direct
application of Jarzynski’s equality (78). Fig. 4B shows the PMF
profiles calculated from 40 pulling trajectories using three esti-

FIGURE 4. A, collection of 40 work profiles along the pulling distance for cel-
lobiose unbinding from Cel7A catalytic tunnel. B, PMF profiles calculated by
using Jarzynski estimator and linear and cumulative integral (CI) extrapola-
tion estimators.
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mators. The calculated free energy values are 14.4� 0.1, 14.1�
0.2, and 14.4 � 0.1 kcal/mol using Jarzynski’s estimator, the
linear extrapolation estimator, and the cumulative integral
extrapolation estimator, respectively. The uncertainty of each
estimator was measured using the bootstrap method (82). Our
results show that the free energy values derived from different
methods are in excellent agreement with each other. However,
because the extrapolationmethods usually produce amore rug-
ged PMF compared with the Jarzynski’s estimator (77), the Jar-
zynski’s estimator was used to construct the PMFs of Cel7A
mutants in this work. We note that the SMD simulations were
conducted for the unbinding process. Therefore, the binding
free energy should be �14.4 kcal/mol, suggesting that cellobi-
ose is more stable in the Cel7A tunnel than in the bulk solution,
which is consistent with the experimental observations that
cellobiose can inhibit the Cel7A hydrolysis rate (19).
PMF-based approaches for calculating binding free energy

usually become less practical if the binding site is deeply buried
inside a protein, and a simple path for ligand association cannot
be clearly defined a priori. However, because the direction of
the external force in this study is adjusted instantaneously
based on the current conformation of the protein and the cel-
lobiose, our approach is more effective compared with other
studies applying unidirectional pulling forces.
Restraining Potentials—The fluctuations of the eight relative

coordinates (r, �, �, �, �, 	, �, and�) were obtained from the
10-ns unbiased equilibrium simulation of the fully interacting
ligand in the binding site (shown in supplemental Fig. S1).
These relative coordinates were used to define the restraining
potentials in the FEP/MD approach. The RMS fluctuation in
the distance rwas �0.3 Å, whereas the RMS fluctuations of the
angles (�, �, �, �, and 	) were �1–8° for the translational and
rotational restraining potentials and �15° (� and �) for the
conformational restraining potentials. Therefore, the force
constants for the distance and angle restraint were chosen as 5
kcal/mol/Å2

, 200 kcal/mol/rad2, and 100 kcal/mol/rad2, re-
spectively, as shown in Table 1.
Binding Free Energy—The results of the calculations using

FEP/MD simulations are shown in Table 2. The error was esti-
mated by using different fractions of the overall time series data
collected during the FEP/MD simulations. The binding free
energy was shown to be �11.2 � 0.6 kcal/mol, which is in rea-
sonably good agreementwith the SMDresult,�14.4� 0.1 kcal/
mol. The difference between these two values is likely because
the final unbound state in the SMD simulations does not rigor-

ously correspond to the standard state. The cellobiose is still
restrained by the steering potential, which prevents it from
occupying the volume associated with the standard concentra-
tion. Supplemental Fig. S2 shows the decomposition of the
binding free energy. The free energy for decoupling the non-
bonded terms in the potential for the cellobiose in the binding
site was 18.5 � 0.6 kcal/mol more favorable than that of the
cellobiose in the bulk solution. By component, the electrostatic
free energy contributed �8.3 � 0.3 kcal/mol, and the van der
Waals free energy contributed �10.2 � 0.6 kcal/mol. The net
contributions from the translational, rotational, and conforma-
tional free energy were 3.2, 3.1, and 1.0 kcal/mol, respectively.
Effect of Glycosylation—Protein glycosylation is the covalent

linkage of carbohydrates to the protein asparagine (N-linked)
or serine/threonine (O-linked) residues. Glycosylation is an
important post-translational modification of many proteins,
which is thought to serve multiple functions for secretion, sig-
naling, and stability (83, 84). N-Linked glycans are typically
bonded to the GlcNAc residue, which in turn is bonded to the
protein asparagine residue. Studies have shown that expression
host and growth conditions change glycosylation patterns,
which can affect enzyme activity significantly (61, 63, 64, 85, 87,
88). We concluded in our previous studies that N-linked gly-
cans in peptide loops that form part of the Cel7A tunnel have
the greatest impact on both thermal stability and enzymatic
activity on crystalline cellulose for both the T. reesei and Peni-
cillium funiculosum Cel7A enzymes (89).

The question of whether the N-linked glycans can affect the
product expulsion process can be directly addressed by simula-
tion. Because the cellobiose is leaving the catalytic tunnel, it is
possible that it can associate with the surrounding N-linked
glycans located near the tunnel exit. As demonstrated in Fig. 5,
there was a significant overlap between the sampled volumes of
the glycan linked to the protein residue Asn-384 and the cello-
biose during the 40 SMD simulations. At first glance, this seems
to suggest that cellobiose could interact directly with the glycan
linked to residue Asn-384 when it is expelled from the catalytic
tunnel.
However, further detailed analysis of the interaction energy

between the glycan linked to residue Asn-384 and the cellobi-
ose unit demonstrated that the direct interaction is small. Inter-
action between the cellobiose and the Asn-384 glycan was
observed only in 7 of the 40 SMD trajectories (supplemental
Fig. S3). Inmost of the pulling simulations,N-linked glycans did
not interact directly with the cellobiose, suggesting they do not
actually block the tunnel and therefore the product expulsion
pathway. We note that there was no correlation between the
SMD trajectories with lower work values and the ones that
interactedwith the glycans. For the seven SMD trajectories that
interacted with the glycans, four of them showed work values
above 20.3 kcal/mol (the average work value of 40 SMD trajec-
tories), whereas three of them showed work values below the
average work value.
The observation that the N-linked glycans do not directly

obstruct the expulsion site does not rule out the possibility that
these glycans can affect the binding mode of cellobiose in the
Cel7A tunnel bymodifying the flexibility of the loop to which it
is attached. This second hypothesis is supported by comparison

TABLE 1
Force constants for the restraining potentials

Distance
Angle

Translation and rotation Conformation

�x 0.3 Å 1–8° 15°
kX 5 kcal/mol/Å2 200 kcal/mol/rad2 100 kcal/mol/rad2

TABLE 2
Free energy components for cellobiose binding
The data are shown as kcal/mol.

��Gbulk �Gsite ��Gt ��Gr ��Gc �Gbinding

40.3 � 0.5 �58.8 � 0.6 3.2 � 0.2 3.1 � 0.2 1.0 � 0.3 �11.2 � 0.6
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of the RMS fluctuation of the Cel7A residues with and without
the glycans linked to the protein. The two RMS fluctuation
profiles were almost identical except for four loops. The loop
region (from residues 381 to 394) at the exit end of the tunnel
showed a smaller fluctuation when the glycans are linked (sup-
plemental Fig. S4), indicating that the glycans linked toAsn-384
appear to stabilize the exit tunnel structure. Specifically, the
RMS fluctuation for residue Asn-384 was �1 Å when the gly-
cans were attached and �2 Å when the glycans were not
attached. The other three loops that did not form the exit end of
the tunnel showed moderately larger fluctuation when the gly-
cans are attached. Because these loops are quite flexible and
disordered, we assumed that therewould be no allosteric effects
caused by long distance fluctuations, which will be examined
further in a future study.
The results of the 10-ns equilibrium simulation of the Cel7A

catalytic domain without theN-linked glycans attached at Asn-
384 show a larger fluctuation of the relative position of cellobi-
ose to the exit tunnel, which makes the initial binding state
difficult to characterize. Thus it is difficult to conduct SMD
simulations to directly measure the free energy change associ-

ated without glycosylation. This problem will be addressed in a
future study.
PMF for Cel7AMutants—Identifyingwhich residues interact

strongly with the cellobiose in the catalytic tunnel is essential to
our understanding of product inhibition. Knowledge of these
sites can provide potential opportunities to engineer the pro-
tein to lower the free energy barrier for product expulsion, thus
speeding the product expulsion process. The interaction energy
between each residue along the tunnel and the cellobiose as a
function of the pulling distance was calculated to identify sev-
eral candidates for further analysis (supplemental Fig. S5). The
hypothesis is that if the interaction energy between the cellobi-
ose and a protein residue is significant (defined as at least �5
kcal/mol when cellobiose is inside the tunnel) along a pulling
trajectory, this residue may contribute substantially to the
binding free energy. In other words, we chose the residues that
show the strongest interactions with the cellobiose during the
pulling simulations as the candidates. Based on the criteria, five
residues, Arg-251, Asp-259, Asp-262, Trp-376, and Tyr-381,
are chosen as the candidates for computational point mutation
studies. The positions of these five residues are shown in Fig. 6.
SMD simulations were conducted on the five Cel7Amutants

(R251A, D259A, D262A, W376A, and Y381A) to characterize
the absolute binding free energy of cellobiose. Fig. 7 shows the
PMFs of cellobiose unbinding from the catalytic tunnel of WT
Cel7A and five mutants. The original 40 work profiles for each
mutant are shown in supplemental Fig. S6. Using Jarzynski’s
estimator, the binding free energy of cellobiose to the catalytic
tunnel of five Cel7A mutants is shown in Table 3. The uncer-
tainty ranges from 0.2 to 0.6 kcal/mol. The results suggest that
all of these mutants can decrease the binding free energy of
cellobiose. These results are useful in guiding experimental
design of Cel7A mutants to expedite the product expulsion
process. Whether the five mutants identified in this study can
speed up the product expulsion process is currently under
experimental investigation.
PMF for Glucose Expulsion—Experimental studies suggested

that both cellobiose and glucose can decrease the cellulose
hydrolysis rate and the product yields (17, 18). To investigate
the binding affinity of glucose to the Cel7A catalytic tunnel
relative to cellobiose, the absolute binding free energy of glu-
cose to the Cel7A tunnel was calculated via SMD simulations.

FIGURE 5. The accessible volume of cellobiose (solid blue) and two
N-linked glycans (transparent mauve or white) attached on Asn-270
(N270) and Asn-384 (N384). A, top view from tunnel exit down to the
entrance. B, top view from tunnel entrance down to the exit. The cellodextrin
chain bound in the tunnel is shown as a red stick model, and the two N-linked
glycans are shown as a purple stick model.

FIGURE 6. The structure of the Cel7A catalytic tunnel at the exit site (top
view from tunnel exit down to the entrance). The five key binding residues
are highlighted and labeled. The cellobiose unit is shown as a red stick model.
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Glucose was initially positioned at the �1 site, as shown in Fig.
1, in the tunnel. The original 40 work profiles are shown in
supplemental Fig. S6. As shown in Fig. 8, the absolute binding
free energy of glucose unit was�10.9 kcal/mol using Jarzynski’s
estimator, indicating that the glucose is 3.5 kcal/mol less stable
in the catalytic tunnel of Cel7A than cellobiose. This is consis-
tent with the experimental observation that cellobiose strongly
inhibits enzyme activity, whereas glucose inhibition is relatively
marginal (26).
The absolute binding free energy of cellobiose and glucose

characterized in this study furthers our understanding of the
experimental studies on product inhibition and will aid in
developing kinetic models of cellulase action on cellulose (86).
We note that only the binding mode with the �1 site occupied
by the glucose unit is investigated in this study. It is possible that
other binding modes, i.e. binding at the �2 site (the position of
the first glucose in cellobiose), may also contribute to the glu-
cose binding to the Cel7A tunnel, but the binding of glucose to

the�1 site is expected to be the worst case scenario for glucose
inhibiting the enzyme, because the glucose needs to diffuse
across both the�1 and the�2 binding sites to be removed from
the binding site.
Conclusions—We have characterized the absolute binding

free energy of cellobiose to the catalytic tunnel of Cel7A using
SMD simulations and FEP/MD simulations. The binding free
energies derived from these two approaches are qualitatively
consistent, suggesting that either the SMD or the FEP/MD
method can be applied to investigate the binding affinities of
cellobiose and glucose to other cellulases to further our under-
standing of product expulsion process in general.
From our simulations, we identified five targets for enzyme

engineering of Cel7A that may decrease product inhibition:
R251A, D259A, D262A,W376A, and Y381A. The PMF profiles
of cellobiose unbinding from the catalytic tunnel of these five
mutants have been constructed using SMD simulations. The
calculated binding free energies of cellobiose to the Cel7A
mutants are significantly less favorable than that of the WT
Cel7A, suggesting that all of thesemutants can accelerate prod-
uct expulsion process, thus improving the efficiency of biomass
conversion. Experimental studies are being conducted cur-
rently on the five mutants to examine our findings reported
here.
The effect of the N-linked glycosylation on the product

expulsion was also investigated. The N-linked glycans may
affect the binding mode of cellobiose to the Cel7A tunnel by
modifying the flexibility of the loop it is attached to rather than
by direct interacting with the cellobiose. More detailed under-
standing of the effect of glycosylation on the function and activ-
ity of Cel7A at the molecular level requires better experimental
characterization of the glycosylation pattern and structure.
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